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Abstract

For more than three decades, researchers have been looking for ways to harmonize
the digital environment with religious life. Most of this research is done in the Protestant
and Catholic community, while in the Orthodox community there is little concern,
which is why we have no clear answer to many questions. One of the questions that we
raise in this research and to which we have sought an answer is caused by the on-line
prayer. Is it possible to pray while captive in the web? Can classical prayer be replaced
by the on-line prayer mediated by the new means of communication, or should the
problem be addressed in the light of complementarity? Does the Romanian Orthodox
Church have a strategy, a plan to follow in the virtual environment when it comes to
concrete prayer offer? How should the catechet approach, build the theme of prayer for its
believers in the internet age? The analysis focuses on a set of prayers loaded on YouTube
with the highest number of views. After a detailed presentation of the types of analysis
of the online environment, of the current methodologies, we have presented and analyzed
the relevant content from the point of view of the accuracy of the text and the reactions,
so that we might attempt some catethetic pastoral answers in the conclusions.
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Introducere

Pandemia COVID-19 ne-a ar tat din nou, dac  mai era nevoie,
c  Internetul este o re ea mondial  cu implica ii majore în câmpul
social, politic, economic, cultural i religios al consumatorilor. Nu
sunt pu ine studiile care i-au fost dedicate în ultimele trei decenii, fie
c  e vorba de abord ri tehnice, filosofice, sociologice, psiho-pedago-
gice, comunica ionale sau teologice1, iar, odat  declan at  revolu ia

1 O retrospectiv  a fenomenului o prezent m în lucrarea pr. lect. univ. dr. Liviu
Vidican-Manci, Propov duirea Evangheliei în Era Digital , Rena terea, Cluj-Napoca,
2020, unde am men ionat o bibliografie consistent  ce st  în sprijinul celor men ionate
în text. 


